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Arborescence projet informatique

In the article How to find the document?, I propose to codify your organization's base file or your computer tree. For what? What good is that to you? Let's take a look right away at 5 good reasons that will make you codify your files. 1) You will easily read your computer tree: Which text you want to read the most, the one on the left or right
?.... This is exactly the same text with different layouts, so you select the text next to the ?.... And it's normal, text more air laps, cut into paragraphs with a return to the line. It is easier to memorize the structure and the plan. When you want to go back to a particular item, you visualize where that information will be found and you tell
yourself, it is in the 3rd paragraph...; But what is the text layout with file encoding? Back in our computer tree, here's an uncoded tree and the same tree codifying organizational systems as we specified in the article How to find your document? have a maximum of 30 themes per domain. Not all of these 30 sub-files from the 2 HR
MANAGEMENT domain are assigned to the theme. It allows you to create theme blocks with almost identical objectives and leave the space open. Thus the themes related to meetings and training were coordinated 210, 210, 212, 213, and 220, 221, 222, respectively. Just like sentences in text grouped into paragraphs for easy reading.
2) You can select the position of folders in your tree Ranking is no longer done in alphabetical order. The position of the theme in the tree will be stable and will not move following the creation of a new theme. When you need to open a folder, remember its position in the base. You'd say to yourself, The folder I'm looking for is in the block
at the bottom. Or internal rules are about in the middle! Memorizing your tree will be easier! You can also choose to place at the top of the list of themes that you think are important or frequently used. Before knowing the codification techniques, some of the people I was with defamed their files to make sure they appeared at the beginning
of their tree. ; AAAAAAA AAAAAA Planning Staff left me doing the same before knowing this technique;-). It works of course, but it's still simpler with encrypted code... 3) You can save below more easily... When you need to save a file in a folder, such as the minutes of the last CHSCT meeting. It is much easier to reject the whole tree to
folder number and not a fully written name. Normally, you'll even have code in memory. Imagine... You should go to a friend's house at 60 Émile Zola Course. You will first see the numbers above the front door before reading their name on the doorbell or mailbox 4) Keeping Confidential. Sometimes, only the folder name can reveal the
things you want to keep secret. All you have to do is memorize the code without adding the name in full. For paper folders 5) Write and read the code on the suspended folder labels; it's much simpler! It's not easy to read suspended folder tabs because titles aren't always written by the same person. Suspended folders don't all have the
same tabs included for the same reference. Files ARE NOT encoded........................ Coordinated folders Have you ever written on a strip to sneak into a suspended folder? at first, we print it cleanly to the computer or dimo and very quickly, when it is necessary to create a new folder in the heat of the action, we no longer take the time and
we write by hand and there it interferes ... in any case it bothers me! Hanging folder tags sometimes have a wolf effect, are plastic smoking, very skewed or rather straight, in short it complicates readings. Digital code is much faster to read and find easily. This is even more difficult when folders are placed in vertical cabinets. You then
have to be convoluted to identify the right files. How do I link the code to the contents of a folder? Quick reminder: In the article how do I find the document? , I present to you the thematic Organizational System principles or Domain Directories. Well to find the document you will only consult your file directory. Imagine, it's like opening a
directory to find the address of the person you want to visit.... You search for the person's name and then you get their address. You don't go with your car to crisscross all city streets trying to find a name that matches the bells! A few tips to keep the directory in view, whether you're printing a tree and knocking on your closet door or you're
placing it in your drawer in a plastic bag, or you're creating a domain directory in excel format to make it clearer and easier to read. I am interested in your tips for organizing and defaming your files, share them in the comments below! This card has expired - New sheet here Presentation Summary 1. Some Basic Principles 1.1 Single Root
1.2 Distinguishing Personal Space and Shared Space 1.3 Not Distinguishing files based on 1.4 Spot support types of personal interest 2. Determine the main importance of rule 2.1 1: defend the current importance of rule 2.2: only maintain between 4 and 8 main centers of rule 2.3: Interests over the activities of the 2.4th rule 4: No interest
'Diver' 2.5 Conclusion: Level 1 of the information tree 3. Set the following level 3.1 Some terminal folder concepts The legal difference of realization is increasing between historical files and permanent Proximity files and archive Period 3.2 Applications at the opening of sub-level 1. Start from initial inventory 2. Limit tree level 3. Distinguish
between historical and permanent records 4. Respect the law of improvement realization 5. Polarization in the current year. Conclusion Presentation In this chapter, we'll consider filing folders and files on your hard drive. You'll find proven methods for determining the storage structure that meets your needs. This chapter actually explains
the method. Whether it's thoughtful or spontaneous, we all follow our method of creating files, creating one folder in another folder, and classifying one file in one folder. Some even claim that with the research tools available, there is no point in wanting to set the rankings. A tote is enough, without having to complicate your life. I will not
discuss this 'philosophical' position; But for his followers, this chapter is useless. In philosophy, I learned that there are two ways to understand something: understanding and extension. Understanding is about clarifying the quality of the subject: the more detail you give about an animal or flower, the better you recognize it among all
animals or flowers. This extension does not define quality, but seeks to unite all individuals who have the same qualities. This group can then be appointed by the qualities common to all its elements. Now, that says grouping or list, say classification, order, and hierarchy: in a word, the organization of content. 1. Some basic principles
Before we talk about practice, let's start by setting some benchmarks. 1.1 Single root We will present a hierarchical structure. As the name suggests, each 'node' of this structure corresponds to the hard drive to the folder. It's also called 'repertory'. This comes from a poor translation of the 'directory', a term used in English to refer to the file
tank, which can also be a 'directory'. Personally, I have adopted 'repertory' to designate physical spaces, and 'documents' to point to reservoir concepts. With this in mind, it is easier to talk about 'sub-documents' than 'sub-repertory' which is not What. When you view the contents of your computer: In the taskbar, ♥: Windows[Start] ♥ -
(Start Window); Computer. in the left column of the explorer, you are in the row indicating the name of your computer followed by the line '[computer name] (C:)': this 'C:' is the remnant of the first PC on which the media disk is diskette. There are two (to be able to copy one on top of the other), referred to as 'A:' and 'B:'; when we found the
hard drive, we continued to practice pointing the media by mail. So the hard drive takes the following letter 'C'. The diskette is missing, and 'C:' is now the unique root of the hard drive. Physical disks can be 'partitioned', i.e. seen as some so-called 'logical' disks. This is the case when the computer uses multiple operating systems: one
partition per system is declared. Partitions are called capital letters as media. One finds, after 'C:' , as needed, 'D:', 'E:', etc. External media (DVD player recorder, USB stick, SD memory, etc.) are also identified by capital letters. Other computers on the network can also. But to avoid bottling in an alphabet that has only 26 letters, a
networked computer is identified by name. Let's get back to our hard drives. It is not the root of 'C:' that interests me, because on this disk, there are many system folders that are currently useless for our purposes. In this folder, there is a 'Users' or 'Users' folder, with sub-files per user declared on this computer. We saw this problem in the
Keep The System section. The unique root that I am talking about here today, therefore, begins with the user's sub-file. Even unique, you see that it can be multiples because there is one per user. But that's not all. In this user folder, there are still many system folders. Some will be of interest to us elsewhere in this guide, in particular,
those who maintain the personal settings of the application. Now, here, I want to talk about your information in a hierarchical structure whose unique roots we are still looking for. It is there, in this user folder, in the folder that Windows 7 offers us with the designation My documents. This is it! We'll determine how, to classify all your
information, you'll open a sub-file in my documents folder. Our method starts from this folder My documents. 1.2 Distinguishing personal and shared space If you work in a network, you need to think, if possible before setting up your file structure, about the difference between personal and shared space. Even as a family, with a family
network, this question arises. And deny it with speeches like Us, no secrets! inconsistent. Everyone has the right to confidentiality, including (and perhaps especially) to their files. Personal space is realized by folders (and the contents of the entire tree) whose access is really reserved for users. Even with the network, other network
members will not have access to this space. On the other hand, a shared space is a folder (with its tree) whose settings allow authorized network members to 'read' files, to 'write' them eventually, to modify them, and by going into details, to create new files or folders, to delete them. Therefore, I recommend: 1. Single root My document
becomes a personal space; 2. If the network members you may need to connect your computer may have access to the folder and its contents, make it available in My Documents, a shared sub-file, possibly over the network. In setting up this sub-file, explain that this share extends to files and files contained so that their tree is also
shared. It is common for multiple single root sub-files to actually correspond to the activity of the network (of a particular network). These sub-files are then shared. If I advocate sub-file network sharing, it's because, in experience, network work produces documents that are difficult to classify because their only characteristic is network
sharing. I insist for two reasons. Network activity is becoming more frequent, but increasingly unplanned as it becomes more manageable. And on the other hand, the implementation of the structure that we will study below, requires integrating these shared files. Security in network activities requires installation of channels and keys.
Better put them before, what I call 'predictions'. 1.3 Do not distinguish files by type of support For what I do not know what, Windows 7 also offers, in addition to My documents, other folders such as My pictures, my videos, etc. I personally refuse to use this folder for two reasons: 1. They differ with my first principle of one root per user; 2.
There is no longer any reason to distinguish files today because of their nature (text, images, videos, sounds, etc.). This difference, which is old, is justified by the limited volume of certain media. Today, it doesn't go on. But computer scientists are very conservative people... 1.4 Identifying the personal interests of the Development of
classification structure, I repeat, is a personal response to personal needs. Everyone will build their own structure. There is no ideal structure. How do you determine your personal needs? That's the first question that needs to be answered. You will try to customize your answer. I approach this question from a personal interest perspective:
what matters to me today? What's I interested in? The answer is unclear. It is often necessary to immerse yourself in reality to realize certain priorities, since they are so well calibrated in everyday life that they are sometimes so thoughtful that they are forgotten. When I organized in a company, I started with the executive secretary's office;
all the contents of the cabinets, drawers piled up on the floor for quick and complete supplies, were taken out. Moments of surprise, always: without this emptiness literally, many things will be 'forgotten'! But this work also highlights the role of time. He still carries files that should have been archived but remained there out of affection. Why
not? Or someone else who should be there but who is elsewhere (out of compassion or power as well, but on the side of others). So you'll do the same by swiping all your files on your current hard drive, finally opening the file to see what's in it. The goal is to make a list of what interests you and that materializes, is on your hard drive, with
existing files. We'll see how to sort through this list. It is very important, to clarify one's main personal interests, to adopt strict methods: 1. Give yourself time to make inventory and stick to it until the end; provide a limited time slot (to encourage ongoing attention). 2. Distinguish well the interests found, the present from the past or the
future. Do not exclude anything, but position it on time correctly. 3. Feel free, from the information consulted on the current disk, to search for information elsewhere (Internet, paper files, etc.). 4. Create a flat inventory, without worrying, in the near future to prioritize interests. 2. Clarify your key interests In this paragraph, we'll start from the
previous inventory to see how to determine your primary interests and how to prioritize them. 2.1 First rule: retaining your current interests needs to establish a structure that suits your current interests. Interests that translate into adventures, achievements, or past realities will go into the archives. They don't have to be integrated into the
structure you're going to build now. Your project, your own dream, should be associated with current activities, in one way or another, such as extensions. Rule 2.2: hold only between 4 and 8 main centers you must limit the number of your main interests between 4 and 8. For what? For you ranking and subsequent searches. If the initial
option is too wide, you will hesitate to take one branch or another branch. And the doubts will be greater when you search for what you have submitted. You may already note that this rule will also apply in the opening of sub-files, except for the reality associated with the list (contacts for example, according to nature in large numbers). To
stay in this range (4-8), you will reclassify, group. Feel free to expand your repository for this operation: take a look at your paper files, your other storage, and take inspiration from them. 2.3 Rule 3: the importance of more than the activity Concept of interest is wider than the concept of activity. That's what's important to you; while an
activity can impose its urgency, its constraints must be passed. Focus is driven by desire; activities, through pleasure. The focus starts with the situation and imagines the future for this situation, it leads to the project; factual and presential activities. The focus is on open exploration and documentation; reported activity, talk of the past
(balance sheets, invoices, stories). 2.4 Rule 4: there is no interest in 'Divers' This rule is primarily aimed at those who cannot do without the 'Diver' file. If we start from the approach we just saw with the previous rules, it is clear that no one can have a great interest in 'Divers'. But that may be a more fundamental attitude to life. Those who
allow themselves to live are more likely to see what happens to them as something 'Diverse'. 2.5 Conclusion: Level 1 of the information tree Concretely, how do you define your own primary interests? I recap what we just saw: 1. Take stock of what you store as information about your current hard drive. Give yourself, after the first look, the
time limit in one or more two-hour hikes. Objective: to make a list of everything you're interested in. 2. From this list, look to determine between 4 and 8 current major interests. 3. To verify the benefits of the last list, verify that all items that you have inventoried in the first step can be included in the second list. If necessary, create a
temporary sub-file. 4. End your work by naming each primary focus (which can be the appropriate file name), and specifying, as an attachment, the content of the file to suit it. Here, you've done the essentials: level 1 of your structure was conceptually created to fit the roots of my document (level 0). Don't hesitate for this fundamental job,
to go back there several times by letting it decline. It is very important to take your time to determine this level because it will condition the consistency of everything else. Here are the criteria to assess the results: is this level 1 satisfactory to use for at least a year without causing any particular problem? Now is not the time to create
folders on the disc. We'll see that in Chapter 3: Integrating existing one into the new structure. 3. Defining the following levels Defining the top-down tree of the Level 1 folder is another matter. You may have a little idea of the content of each Level 1 folder, but it is not enough to determine the method for determining the sub-file and its
nest. We need to start by clarifying some concepts. 3.1 Some concepts: This terminal folder is a sub-file at the end of the tree, the last folder of the branch, a sheet in the branch somehow. This is a folder that only includes files and no files. Since you can't have a file-by-file folder (why not, but it will be curious!), this terminal folder will be
determined by one or more common features for all the files it contains. It is the definition of this common characteristic that will allow us to give a name to this terminal file. The implementation law is increasing Between Level 1 and terminal files, you will put one or more intermediate sub-files. What characterizes these files, in relation to
each other, in the relationship between level 1 and the last level, is what I call increasing realization. It is clear that the terminal file is determined by the characteristics of concrete. Whereas at level 1, we're more in ideas. Gradually, down the level, from 1 to the end, we moved the idea to concrete. These are instructions for determining
sub-files, to justify or not their creation, to clarify their content, to place them in a specific order. Differences between historical and permanent files These differences are important because they will serve as criteria for creating sub-files. What are we talking about? Historical files are files whose important feature is the date: this is the case
for events, photos, invoices. This is a one-time file. The date ties it to a period. A permanent file is a file that covers several periods: insurance contracts, subscriptions, civil status papers, etc. Permanent files remain valid for consecutive periods. To give an example in how to deal with these differences, let's take a photo stored on the hard
drive. All photos taken at an event can be considered historic items, attached to the date of the event. They're going to be related to this event. However, among all these photos, there may be some that stand out, since they represent something deeper than the event, something that frees itself from time: these photos can be considered
a permanent element. Because of the way you look at it, some of these favorite photos are no longer anecdotes, dedicated to annual filing; they will follow different rankings that will highlight their own interests and permanens. Given the annual archives, historical files will remain close during the period that saw them appear; then at the
end of the period, it will be archived for the final period. Permanent files will remain close for as long as they take effect; the filing will only be considered when it is obsolete. This difference between historical and permanent elements leads us to talk about archives and proximity. Proximity and archive notes With respect to papers, it is
natural that some are classified nearby for easy access, and others are further classified, since they are stored if necessary removed (the probability is very low). We organize ourselves in this way because space is limited, but also, simple, because it is more convenient not to mess with what is not worth it. So we have files nearby, and an
archive box at the top of the closet, in the basement or in the attic. On the hard drive, it's the same thing. Space is no longer a problem. But we have to go, not be cluttered by things whose consultations have become extraordinary. Because it is clear that we find faster what we are looking for if we have to look for it in the middle of a
smaller set. However, we have to put the door somewhere open the door in the archives. So I put it at the same level as my main interest, at level 1. This 'Archive' door opens to a list of sub-files, one sub-file per year. This 'Archive' door on level 1 is a way of saying that archives are also one of the main interests, integrated with the
passage of time. Period Period is the period specified by the start date and end date. A calendar year is a regular period for ratings and archiving. The historical element, marked by its date, will easily find its place in the appropriate year. The attachment period is clear. But if this element runs for several years, the problem becomes more
complicated. When an item related to a contract or subscription (covering several years) relates to an annual period (e.g. insurance release), I give it as a reference date for its historical position, the start date of that annual period. This date is certain (during the end date random in its occurrence, for example, in the event of a termination).
On the other hand, I archive permanent elements in a period when it is obsolete. This is a personal convention that is convenient to use. The system's 'Search' function (my archive is indexed to content) is very useful for finding items that I forgot the original date or expiration date. The concept of periods also makes it possible to
distinguish elements that seem similar, but that pose the problem of the definition of periods, to be exact. One example would help to understand: a one-year tax return. Suppose we want to categorize 2012 tax return items for 2012. This is my method: I opened in the proximity folder 'Taxes', a sub-file (historically) titled 'Declaration of
2012'. This file will accept all 2012 items useful for declarations (amounts to be declared accepted, tax receipts for donations, records in word processing, personal tables, etc.). However, this declaration will be made in 2013. Tax notices will also arrive in 2013. In 2013, my 'Declaration 2012' file will be archived. What can I do? Where to
categorize items that appear in 2013 and concern archived folders? The solution is obvious: in 2013 in the file 'Taxes', another sub-file entitled 'Declaration of 2012'. Okay! But there is a risk of confusion between these two sub-files 'Declaration 2012', all the more damaging because I will often work with both at the same time. I then
eliminate this risk by specifying my title. It's still a private convention. Anyone can adapt it. I call my file opened in 2012: 'Declaration 2012 - current' and the file opened in 2013: 'Declaration 2012 - conclusion'. This example shows us that the concept of 'dots' is very important for determining which files to open and their content. 3.2
Applications for sub-level opening Let's now be in your sub-level definition. 1. Start from your initial inventory starting from the initial inventory mentioned at the conclusion of the first point of this chapter. For each Level 1 file, it is specified in point 2. above, you'll imagine a level 2 folder to open. For some of these files, you can go directly
down to the terminal file. For others, it is best to specify all sub-files from one level before moving on to the next level. It avoids duplicates or forgets certain realities. 2. Limit tree levels Limit the number of levels in your tree: 6, plus or minus 2, is a good compromise. For example, with 6 Level 1 folders, and 6 levels in each tree, you give
yourself over 46,000 terminal folders! In fact, you will trade-off between the number of levels (the deep vertical axis) and the number of folders on the level (horizontal axis). 3. Distinguish between historical and permanent files, respect open folders that do not mix historical and terminal files. Period of respect as seen in the example of tax
returns. Finally, in the historical majority file, open a permanent sub-file to collect permanent evidence. 4. Respect the law of increased realization Help yourself, to define the level or to give it a name, from the principle of improvement of realization. The logic of this principle will then help you to classify your information and especially to
find it later. Feel free to extend the common features of terminal folders with multiple files. It is better to have fewer files than a dozen files, rather than a complete folder with two or three files each. 5. Polarization in the current year you are building concrete structures. Not an ideal or theoretical structure. But the structure that applies to
your life at this time of year. Your information was previously unaffected (going into the archives), or your project which is only at the dream stage. You build structures related to your current reality, and rather, who have to adapt to the events of your current year. My conclusion personally attaches great importance to the subject we have
just touched on. Either we control our information or we're slaves to it. I have spent most of my professional life setting up an information system. I have to start from a diverse situation because they are paradoxical. I have learned from many organizational experts to look at reality, to place them and connect them. I entrust you here
method to 1. put everything in place and especially 2. Mark the way to find him. This analysis job is disconnected from the work of the computer. Let's see now, in Chapter 2. How to name your files and files, and chapter 3. How to set up this defined organization here by integrating what is already on your hard drive. Hard.
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